
Where Are We, Really? 

Parallel Universes, Fact or Fiction 
 
 

 

Lecture 4:  Science’s Parallel Worlds – The Multiverses of  

Big Bang and Inflation Theory, String Theory and M-Theory 
 

 







Tegmark’s Parallel Universe Levels 

Level Description                                Assumptions 

1         Regions beyond our         Infinite space, same laws of physics 

           cosmic horizon                 – subject of this lecture! 
 

 

2     Multiple post-Big Bang     Inflation, possibly different physical 

           “bubbles”                          constants or dimensions in different 

                                                    “bubbles” – subject of this lecture! 
 

 

3     The “many worlds” of       Quantum physics, quantum  

           quantum physics              computing; can coexist with Level 1 

                                                    or Level 2 – subject of last lecture! 
 

 

4     Other mathematical         String theory and M-theory; whatever 

           structures                         is mathematically possible is 

                                                    physically realizable – subject of 

                                                    this lecture! 
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Level 1: Regions Beyond Our Cosmic 

Horizon 

-Time since Big Bang:  13.7 billion years 

 

- We can’t receive signals taking longer than 13.7 billion years 

   to reach us 

 

- The most distant visible objects possible would now be about 

   41-42 billion light years away (assuming the universe is “flat”) 

    

      



Most Distant Visible Object (1/26/2011) 
- 13.2 billion light years away, infrared image 



Most Distant Visible Object (7/19/2011) 

- Gamma ray burst GRB 090429B, 13.2 billion light years away 



  1 million light years 

A 

- Initial separation 300,000 years after Big Bang = 1 million  

                                                                            light years 

B 

Seeing Distant Objects in an 

       Expanding Universe 



21  billion 

light years 

21 billion 

light years 

1 million light 

        years 

A 

Total distance = 41-42 billion light years 

          (drawing NOT to scale!) 

- Present time (13.7 billion years later): 3ct = 3 x 13.7 billion 

                                                                         light years 

Seeing Distant Objects in an 

       Expanding Universe 

















r = 42 billion light years 



Level 1 Parallel Universe 

- Assumption: Suppose the whole universe were infinite  

  with similar properties and laws  

 

- Each finite region’s properties set by physics and  

  a random component (due to quantum phenomena) 

 

- Any finite region could have an enormous but finite set 

  of possible configurations 

 

- Eventually any given actual finite region’s configuration  

  will be repeated elsewhere 



- If the universe is infinite, eventually everything is replicated 

 

- The closest copy of the 42 billion light-year radius sphere  

  surrounding the Earth is about 1010115
 meters away 

  

   … 10115 particle states at < 108 oK can fit into sphere 

   … Each particle state can either be the same as it is in our 

        observable universe or not (including unoccupied) 

   … 210115
 ~ 1010115

 possibilities exist 

   … Expected distance to closest one matching our observable 

        universe is (1010115
 )1/3 ~ 1010115

 meters away
 

 

- The closest copy of you is about 101029
 meters away 

 

Level 1 Parallel Universe 



r = 4.2 x 1010 

light years 

r = 4.2 x 1010 

light years 

1010115
 meters 

(1010113 
 light years) 

(Drawing NOT to scale!) 
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Level 1 Parallel Universe 
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r = 4.2 x 1010 
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Implications of Level 1 Multiverse 

- There is a copy of this classroom and lecture! 

 

- Which one of the copies is me? 

 

- Can I predict my own future? 

  … Eventually the copies’ futures will diverge 

  … Only probabilities can be determined 

 

- There are also all possible variations on our world 

 

- What does this say about free will? 





A Closer Look at the Big Bang 

Despite its name, the Big Bang theory does not 

describe the bang at all.  It is really only the theory 

of the aftermath of a bang.  [emphasis original] 

 

-- Alan Guth  



Level 2: A Closer Look at the Big Bang 

- A gigantic cosmic explosion? 
 

- Explosions are chaotic! 

    

- But the Big Bang was not very chaotic – as measured 

  by spatial isotropy data 

BANG! 



Spatial Isotropy 
- Regions that can never have been in causal contact appear  

  generally similar 

42  billion light years 42  billion light years 



WMAP Cosmic Background Radiation 

Anisotropy Data 

- Shows radiation averaging 2.7o K left over from Big Bang 

  … “Ripples” are about +/- 1/10000o – 1/100000o   

WMAP = Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 



Spatial Isotropy 

Sloan Digital Sky Survey Composite Image 

   (each point of light represents a galaxy) 



Spatial Isotropy 

 Sloan Digital Sky Survey Animated Image 

   (each point of light represents a galaxy) 



Spherical universe 

(closed) 

Hyperbolic 

Universe 

(open) 

Flat universe 

0 = ratio of average density of universe to critical density 

   for universe to be flat = avg/ critical    

   ( critical  = about 9 x 10-30 g / cm3) 

Large-Scale Shape of Entire Universe 
(3rd spatial dimension suppressed) 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/End_of_universe.jpg


Supernovas in Distant Galaxies and  

Shape and Expansion of Universe 

Closed  

universe 

Accelerating universe 

Flat universe 



Type 1a Supernova 



High-Redshift Supernova Data 

Supporting Accelerating Universe 

Linearly 

expanding 

universe  

Accelerating 

universe 

Brighter 

Dimmer 

Brightness of 

supernovae 

Distance from Earth to galaxies containing supernovae 

Brighter 

Dimmer 

Brightness of 

supernovae 



Level 2: Other “Bubble” Universes 

- Inflation theory explains  

  … Flatness of universe 

  … Universe-wide spatial isotropy and homogeneity 

  … Large scale structure of cosmic background radiation 

 

- Does not explain acceleration of universe expansion 

 



Alan Guth 

Alan Guth (1947 -) 

- Victor Weisskopf  Professor of Physics,  

   MIT; Dirac Medal, 2004 
 

- Originator of inflation theory, along with 

   Andrei Linde, Paul Steinhardt and  

   Andreas Albrecht 
 

- Won award for messiest office from 

  Boston Globe 
 

- Developed the theory when his research 

  fellowship was on the verge of expiring 

  and he had no teaching position lined up 
 

- Calculated that a bubble universe can be created using about 

  one ounce of matter and almost no energy 
 

- “It is often said that there is no such thing as a free lunch, but 

   the universe is the ultimate free lunch” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AlanGuthCambridge.jpg


Total 

Energy of 

Universe = 

0 

Total of All 

Other 

Energy & 

Matter = + 

Total 

Energy of 

Gravity = –  

Why the Universe Is a Free Lunch 



Inflation 

- Begins 10-35 seconds after start of Big Bang 

 

- Lasts for 10-32 seconds 

 

- Potential energy of inflaton field generates repulsive gravity 

   … “False vacuum” creates negative pressure (like a suction) 

   … Large General Relativity cosmological constant 

 

- Size of universe expands by 1050 times 

   … About 100 doublings in size – flattens universe 

 

- At end, inflaton field’s potential energy converts into   

  Standard Model particles 

  … Quantum fluctuations become larger scale non-uniformities 



Negative Pressure 

True 
 

Vacuum 

“False 

Vacuum” 



Negative Pressure 

True 
 

Vacuum 

True 
 

Vacuum 

Extra volume 

“False 

Vacuum” 

“False 

Vacuum” 

- “False Vacuum” energy density remains constant as its 

  volume expands (unlike a true vacuum) 



How Inflation Starts and Stops 

1 

1 - Initial position of ball in bowl – maximum potential energy 
 

Potential 

energy 

Position in bowl 

- Consider a ball in a large bowl 



How Inflation Starts and Stops 

1 

2 

1 - Initial position of ball in bowl – maximum potential energy 
 

- Ball rolls down side of bowl – potential energy converts to 

  kinetic energy 
2 

Potential 

energy 

Position in bowl 

- Consider a ball in a large bowl 



How Inflation Starts and Stops 

1 

2 

3 

1 - Initial position of ball in bowl – maximum potential energy 
 

- Ball rolls down side of bowl – potential energy converts to 

  kinetic energy 
 

- Ball reaches bottom of bowl – all energy converted 

2 

3 

Potential 

energy 

Position in bowl 

- Consider a ball in a large bowl 



Inflaton field 

Energy 

density 

1 

1 - Initial “false vacuum” – inflation begins 
 

 

How Inflation Starts and Stops 



Inflaton field 

Energy 

density 

1 
2 

1 - Initial “false vacuum” – inflation begins 
 

- Inflation continues – field undergoes “slow roll” down 

  potential curve 
 

2 

How Inflation Starts and Stops 



Inflaton field 

Energy 

density 

1 
2 

3 

1 - Initial “false vacuum” – inflation begins 
 

- Inflation continues – field undergoes “slow roll” down 

  potential curve 
 

- Inflation ends – field reaches “true vacuum”, oscillates 

  and gradually converts energy to particles 

2 

3 

How Inflation Starts and Stops 



Alan Guth’s Notebook – 12/7/1979 



WMAP Cosmic Background Radiation 

Anisotropy Data 

- Shows radiation averaging 2.7o K left over from Big Bang 

  … “Ripples” are about +/- 1/10000o – 1/100000o   

WMAP = Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 



WMAP Data Power Spectrum 

- Charts sizes of “ripples” in cosmic background radiation vs.  

  frequency of occurrence (l) 

- Red line shows inflation theory’s prediction 
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Frequency of occurrence of ripples of given size 



Andrei Linde 

- Professor of Physics, Stanford  

  University; Dirac Medal, 2002 
 

- With Alan Guth, Paul Steinhardt and 

  Andreas Albrecht, originated inflation 

  theory 
 

- Developed the theory of eternal 

  chaotic inflation and showed that 

  inflation theory implied the existence 

  of multiple universes 

Andrei Linde (1948-) 



Phase Transitions 



Phase Transitions 



Bubble Universes 
- Inflaton field expands much faster than speed of light 

- Bubble universes expand slower than speed of light 



Bubble U) 

Another 

Bubble 

Universe  

Another 

Bubble 

Universe 

       Inflaton 

         field  

 (“false vacuum”) 

Bubble Universes 
- Inflaton field expands much faster than speed of light 

- Bubble universes expand slower than speed of light 

Our bubble 

universe  

(where inflation 

stopped) 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/upload/2011/04/weekend_diversion_petition_to/Gravitational Lensing in Galaxy Cluster Abell 1689.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2011/04/weekend_diversion_petition_to.php&usg=__vnt4QsWwBaBr3PitslLbbcHrdD0=&h=800&w=1280&sz=627&hl=en&start=32&zoom=1&tbnid=kZeMEoSGd1jvWM:&tbnh=94&tbnw=150&ei=DULMTuv4LKqciQKIv7nTCw&prev=/search?q=galaxy+field&start=21&hl=en&safe=off&sa=N&gbv=2&tbm=isch&itbs=1


Bubble Universes 

- If bubbles collide, domain walls form at their intersections 

- Domain walls would have repulsive gravity 

- Why don’t we see domain walls? 

  … Inflation pushes bubbles too far apart too fast 



Eternal Chaotic Inflation 

- New “baby” universes randomly “bud” off “parent” universes  

  and begin to inflate 

 

- Each “baby” universe has different physical constants, may 

   have different dimensions  

   … In string theory, extra dimensions may compactify 

        differently 

 

- Most “baby” universes inhospitable to life as we know it 



Eternal Chaotic Inflation 



Level 4: String theory 

- Began in the late 1960s and early 1970s 

 

- Describes subatomic particles as vibrations of stringlike objects 

  … Different vibrational modes equate to different particle 

      characteristics (charge, mass, spin, etc.) 

 

- Objective:  Unify gravity with other physical forces 

 



The Standard Model 



Closed string vibrating in 3D 



Example: string vibrational modes and  

particle mass 

Low energy 

mode = low 

particle mass 

Intermediate 

energy mode 

= intermediate 

particle mass 

High energy 

mode = high 

particle mass 

- Above illustration is for a closed string particle vibrating in  

  1-D only 



String Theory 

- Modern string theory (“M-theory”) needs 10 space dimensions  

  and 1 time dimension  = 11 total dimensions  
 

  … “Extra” dimensions may “compactify” into tiny (~10-34 cm)  

       shapes called Calabi-Yau manifolds 

 



Compactification 

- What we see: 



Compactification 

- What we see: 

- What an ant sees: 
Compact dimension 



- German mathematician 
  

- Spoke 17 languages 

  (favorite was Arabic) 
 

- Developed unified theory 

  of gravity and electromagnetism 

  in 1919 by generalizing 

  Einstein’s theory of general 

  relativity to 5 dimensions 
 

- Sent his results to Einstein, who 

  sat on them for two years  

  before finally encouraging Kaluza 

  to publish in 1921  
Theodor Kaluza (1885-1954) 

Theodor Kaluza 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/d8/KaluzamitBartkl.jpg


- Son of chief rabbi of Stockholm; 

  physicist at University of 

  Michigan and Stockholm  

  University 
 

- Independently discovered 5-D 

  unification of gravitation and 

  electromagnetism in 1921 
 

- Proposed that the 5th dimension 

  is curled up into a sub-nanoscopic 

  circle (r=10-34m), which is why it is 

  not observed in nature 

    Oskar Klein (1894-1977) 

Oskar Klein 



Kaluza-Klein space 

(1 compactified dimension) 

- Compactified dimension exists at all points in space 

- It is shown only at grid line intersections for clarity 



Kaluza-Klein spaces 

(2 compactified dimensions) 

2 dimensions compactified in 

the shape of a sphere 
2 dimensions compactified in 

the shape of a torus 

- Compactified dimensions exist at all points in space 

- They are shown only at grid line intersections for clarity 



Edward Witten 
 

 

 

- Physicist, Institute for Advanced 

  Study, Princeton; Fields Medal, 

  1990 
 

- Key developer of string theory, 

  along with Andre Neveu, John  

  Schwarz, Michael Green and  

  Pierre Ramond  
 

- Originator of M-theory as a 

  unifying concept uniting several 

  different types of string theories 
 

-“String theory is a part of 21st century physics that fell by  

  chance into the 20th century” 

Edward Witten (1951-) 



Animation of 3-D projection of  

6-D Calabi-Yau manifold 



10-D space with 6 dimensions  

compactified in a Calabi-Yau manifold 

- Compactified dimensions exist at all points in space 

- They are shown at grid intersection points only for clarity 



3-D projection of a 6-D  

Calabi-Yau manifold 

- The pattern of holes in the manifold affects the vibrational 

   patterns of the strings, which determines the quantum  

   states of the particles (charge, spin, etc.) 



3-D projection of another  

6-D Calabi-Yau manifold 

-There are millions of Calabi-Yau manifolds and very few criteria 

  for choosing which one represents our universe 
 

- It should have 3 holes, since there are 3 particle families 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/Calabi-Yau.png


The String Theory “Landscape” 



The String Theory “Landscape” 

Potential 

energy 

density 

- Graph axes show only 2 out of hundreds of parameters  

  (“moduli”) that determine the exact Calabi-Yau manifolds and 

  how strings wrap around them 

- Each point on 

  the “Landscape” 

  represents a single  

  Universe with a particular 

  Calabi-Yau manifold and set 

  of string wrapping modes for its 

  compactified dimensions 
 

- Each Universe could be realized in a separate post-inflation “bubble” 



Relative strengths of forces 

Gravity        Weak       Electromagnetic       Strong    

Strength 

for 2 

quarks  

at 10-18 m 
 

Strength 

for 2 

quarks 

at 3x10-17 m 

10-41            0.8                    1.0                    25    

10-41           10-4                   1.0                    60  

- Why do the forces have the strengths they do? 

- In particular, why is gravity so much weaker than the others? 

  … It’s a mystery! 



Branes 
- Exist in M-theory 
 

- N-dimensional “membranes” or hypersurfaces that are  

  subsets of 11-dimensional spacetime (the “bulk”) 
 

- Our universe is a 4-dimensional brane (or “D4-brane”) 
 

- There may be other branes of varying dimensionality 
 

- Open strings “live” on branes (are permanently attached)  

   … Open strings represent Standard Model particles 

        (matter and energy) 

   … These are all are “stuck” in our own D4-brane 
 

- Closed strings can move through the “bulk” 

   … Closed strings represent gravitons 

   … Gravitational forces can be felt across branes 

   … Suggests a possible explanation for “dark matter” 



Brane 

Open strings (attached 

to brane) 

Closed strings (can leave brane) 

Another  brane 

Strings and branes in the bulk 



Large Extra Dimension Models 

- By experimental limits, extra dimensions could still be as 

large as 0.1 millimeter 

    … This will be tested by gravity, which behaves as 

         F ~  M1 M2/ r
n+2 for n extra dimensions 

 

- Large extra dimensions would show up in experiments at 

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)  

    … Invisible missing energy disappearing into the extra 

        dimensions 

    … One micro black hole a second being produced 



Lisa Randall 

- Professor of Physics,  

  Harvard University 
 

- Winner of Westinghouse Science 

  Talent Search as high school 

   student 
 

- With student Raman Sundrum, 

  authored seminal 1999 paper 

  suggesting that extra dimensions 

  did not need to be compactified 

  and that gravity could move 

  among branes while other  

  forces would remain “stuck”  

  to individual branes 

Lisa Randall (1962-) 



Randall-Sundrum Model (RS-1) 

(“Bulk”) 

String  

size =  

10-32 cm 

String 

size = 

10-17 cm 



 

- Albert Einstein Professor of 

  Physics, Princeton University; 

  Dirac Medal, 2002 
 

- With Alan Guth, Andrei Linde 

  and Andreas Albrecht, originated 

  inflation theory 
 

- With Neil Turok of Cambridge, 

  developed the ekpyrotic cyclic 

  universe theory, in which the 

  big bang is replaced by a  

  cyclic collision between  

  branes (with a cycle time  

  approximating 1 trillion years) 

Paul Steinhardt 

Paul Steinhardt (1954-) 



Two Branes Colliding in the Bulk  

- The distance between the branes in the bulk may be  

  about 0.1 millimeter 

http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/~steinh/brane.html


What’s Wrong with These Pictures? 

- Observations (CMB, etc.) can’t distinguish among different  

  theories (eternal chaotic inflation, ekpyrotic cyclic, …) 

  … Gravity wave observations might provide new data 

 

 

 



Hanford, WA Livingston, LA 

LIGO = Laser Interferometer Gravitational Observatory 

LIGO Gravitational Wave Detectors 

http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/~ll_news/s5_news/s5003.jpg


LIGO Gravitational Wave Detectors 



Laser Interferometer Interference Pattern 

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/79/Michelson_Interferometer_Red_Laser_Interference.jpg


What’s Wrong with These Pictures? 

 

- No longer possible to “explain” why physics is the way it is 

  … Just a consequence of which universe we happen to be in 

 

- Unlimited extrapolations 

 

- No direct evidence for inflaton field 

 

- Occam’s Razor 

 

 




